Making Mail
Manageable
This claims specialist has said goodbye to being
swamped by mountains of complex post thanks to a
Digital Mailroom from ITEC…
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TRADING

19 years

30

Stanton Fisher is a leading financial and travel
claims specialist that helps consumers recover
the financial compensation they are entitled to
in areas such as PPI, packaged bank accounts
and flight delays. Trading both in the UK and
internationally, they are committed to helping
their clients claim back what is rightfully theirs.

STAFF

800
ITEMS OF POST PER DAY

INDUSTRY

Professional and
Financial Services
WEBSITE

stantonfisher.com
LOCATION

Manchester, Malaga
and Panama

CHALLENGES

In 2014, Stanton Fisher was struggling to cope with managing
their mail, so they decided to outsource it to a BPO (business
process outsourcing) provider.

Undoing
Outsourcing

The plan was to improve the efficiency of handling the inbound
post while driving down costs. But it didn’t work out well.
Firstly, it didn’t save as much money as expected. Secondly,
it led to a loss of control that the team at Stanton Fisher
wasn’t comfortable with. Finally, it proved difficult to integrate
incoming data with the Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) applications that the company used.
Enter ITEC’s Technology Managed Service. The first priority
was to find a way to bring back post management under the
Stanton Fisher roof that was cost-effective, CRM-friendly and
straightforward to manage.

Post, Post And
More Post

As one of the leading financial and travel claims specialists,
Stanton Fisher is inundated with incoming mail. In fact, around
800 items of mail are delivered every day. It’s a complex mix of
claims packs from customers, general correspondence relating
to claims and compensation offers from the banks.
Stanton Fisher is a forward-thinking and fast-moving company.
The steps from decision to action and implementation are swift.
The team simply don’t have time to manually wade through
mountains of mail. A super-speedy answer to sorting incoming
post was needed – and ITEC was ready to create a bespoke,
digital solution quickly.

“We’ve removed any

black holes in the
process so everything is
visible, transparent and
accountable.
- GROUP PROJECT MANAGER

SOLUTIONS

Handing
Back Control

Following specialist advice from ITEC, that
comes as standard with the Technology
Managed Service, Stanton Fisher opted to
set up a Digital Mailroom. The goal was to
accelerate the scanning process so that high
volumes of data could be quickly imported into
the CRM. At the same time, Stanton Fisher
wanted to improve the flow of management
information so that the company was 100% in
control.
ITEC Engineers set up a brand-new system
using iScan Connect and M-Files as the core
technologies, together with Kodak high volume
scanners.

Digital
Mailroom In
Action

The digital transformation was carefully
planned but quickly up and running. Incoming
post is now sorted into the relevant queues
and batched for scanning. OCR scanning
automatically detects the claim number
anywhere on the document and matches it up
with the in-house database, applying additional
metadata.
The documents are output to M-Files – which
means they can be instantly read on any
device using any of the metadata or keyword
searches. The documents are then routed to the
appropriate teams and tracked right through to
completion utilising M-Files Workflow.
The importance of M-Files is central to the
success of the new system. It means it’s
possible for the Stanton Fisher teams to view
scanned documents across different systems.
M-Files essentially delivers one view of data,

“The change to the

new scanning system
went without a hitch.

- GROUP PROJECT MANAGER

IMPROVED

Efficiency

Saved
TIME

Control
RECLAIMED

Since implementing the ITEC system, Stanton
Fisher has reclaimed control of their own post
management – a top priority when ITEC came
on board.

TECHNICAL DETAILS
ISCAN CONNECT
M-FILES

KODAK SCANNERS

“Now we can
pinpoint
issues and
solve them
quickly.

- GROUP PROJECT MANAGER

DELIVERING THE MISSION

Incoming post is now quickly and
accurately processed each morning. It is
now easier to identify and action priority
post. Exception handling is also easier.
Because the software ITEC installed
automatically identifies and validates the
data on the documents, less time and
resource is required to process it.
Efficiency has been drastically
improved, and the system offers
flexibility. Processing Stanton Fisher’s
post is complex because there are
parts that cannot be fully automated
– for example, banks still insist on
a signed letter of authority from
claimants. Thanks to ITEC’s smart use
of tech, Stanton Fisher has achieved a
significantly more responsive service
when processing claims.

SERVICE

“A Can-Do
Attitude’”

Stanton Fisher joined forces with ITEC in
2016 to introduce the Digital Mailroom.
The resounding success of the project
has led to an ongoing relationship and
ITEC has begun work on a second-phase
to fine-tune the reporting from M-Files
to even further enhance the quality of
management information.
Stanton Fisher credits the ITEC way of
working for the ongoing success of the
partnership.
“The ITEC team is open and inclusive, and
they are prepared to think outside the
box. There have been challenges along
the way but the approach has always
been can-do.
Our approach to reporting is now much
more agile, and we are working to expand
this even further - we’ve moved from
a batch view to real-time insights into
exactly what is going on in the business.
The change to the new scanning system
went without a hitch and has been very
well received internally.”
- Group Project Manager

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC is your local business technology
expert. For over 30 years, we’ve been
delivering outstanding managed services
and helping organisations smash their
business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
MANAGED IT
MANAGED PRINT
MANAGED CLOUD
MANAGED CONNECTIVITY
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
DIGITAL WORKPLACE
MOBILITY
MODERN MAILING
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